
D A V I D K R A U S E

In Memoriam

We are grateful - we are comforted.

Our gratitude to the Almighty for granting us the privilege of knowing in our lifetime,

the beloved husband, dear and respected father and grandparent, cherished friend and

counselor.

Our comfort in knowing that rest and quiet have come following a long and difficult

struggle. The quiet prevails but our memory is not stilled.

Our memory recalls a lifetime that traced its course through an immigrant boy arriving

alone to a strange land - and of the man who lived that boy's dream of America.

Our memory recalls the devotion of the man to his wife through 50 years of mutual

devotion to each other.

Our memory recalls how the man cherished his children because of his own unfortunate

childhood.

We recall his esteem for knowledge and education, for having been denied schooling.

We recall his vigorous pursuit of competition in the marketplace, because human

encounter inspired him.

We recall his eternal dedication to the synagogue and to the support of the State of

Israel, because of his pride in his Judaism.

As intimately as I shared his presence I will fail to define the total spirit of

David Krause, for I have no one in my acquaintance to whom I might compare him.

His thoughts and actions were directed to the future - always prophetic - always

anticipating - always the seer, searching for the yet unseen - and, he was gratified

to impart his gifts of perception to others.

When he applied those gifts to his own enrichment, that perception was practiced with

skill, restraint and integrity.



Though we fail in defining that spirit, we sense that the spirit of the man has

proven to be greater than him in whom it thrived, because that spirit has survived

the man - that spirit lives on in our hearts.

11 Your sun shall no more descend.

Neither shall your moon withdraw itself.

For the Almighty shall be an everlasting light unto you.

And the days of your mourning shall be ended.

From the tongue of Isaiah we offer our lament to the memory of David, our own

gentle and beloved prophet.

Epilogue :

It rained this morning, as though the heavens themselves were in tearful mourning

for the occasion - but - when dear David was finally laid -to rest, the sun in its

glory appeared - as tho to affirm David's steadfast belief in the bright promise

of tomorrow.
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